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INTRODUCTION

The iGeneration

They have never known a life without the Internet, let alone 
computers, and many don’t know a world without mobile 
phones.

—Sarah Cornish, Total Girl magazine

For most of the students gathered in the Davis Drive Middle School library in the late 1990s, 

school could not have been more exciting. Invited by NASA to participate in a global project, 

small groups of eighth-grade scientists were following the orbital path of the space shuttle 

Discovery as it traveled around the world. Because the space shuttle’s onboard cameras could snap 

pictures of landforms on Earth, student experts were responsible for using the Internet—a relatively 

new tool for teachers and students at the time—to track world weather patterns, geographical fea-

tures, and daylight hours.

When students realized that the space shuttle would be traveling over interesting areas of our 

planet—the Horn of Africa, the Strait of Gibraltar, the Black Sea, the Aleutian Islands—during day-

light hours on a clear day, electricity would ripple through the media center regardless of the time. 

Students would quickly write up a photo request form and draft an email to NASA. If the request 

arrived in time—and if it was not buried under a pile of other requests made by diff erent student 

groups scattered across the United States—the reward would be a digital copy of an orbital photo, 

something no student of the ’70s had ever experienced.

For Dan—the teenage project manager selected by his peers because of his obvious passion for all 

things digital—the entire project was an experience in frustration. “I can’t believe how slow these 

pages load!” he would shout at anyone who would listen. “If I was at home, I’d have this work done 

already, and we would have a better shot of getting our picture requests in on time. Th e Internet 

at school just plain stinks.” No matter how hard his teachers worked to remind Dan that he was 

experiencing something new and unique—“You are talking to the space shuttle, Dan. You couldn’t 
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have done that when I was in school.”—he was inconsolable. He was, after all, standing at the lead-

ing edge of the iGeneration.

Inheriting a world with nearly universal access to the Internet, iGeners—a term used throughout 

this text to describe the children of today’s classrooms and tomorrow’s workplaces—are almost 

universally plugged in. Ear buds hang from backpacks, and cell phones are stuff ed into nearly every 

pocket. Text messages have replaced listening to voicemail, streaming video has replaced waiting 

for television shows to start, Xboxes and PlayStations have replaced Ataris, and high-speed wireless 

connections have replaced the dial-up modems that nearly pushed Dan over the edge. Even email-

ing NASA—so exciting in 1997—is considered tired and old-fashioned by iGeneration standards.

iGeners see technology as a tool for participating. Th ey follow the lives of peers electronically, 

posting messages, videos, and pictures for one another in the latest social spaces. Th ey join together 

to tackle video games with players from around the world. Th ey rate everything from their teachers 

to their favorite songs. Th ey use the Internet to organize around causes and take action together. 

Where their parents and teachers see the Internet as a place for gathering information, the iGener-

ation sees the Internet as a place for gathering together (boyd, 2008).

You know what the iGeners look like in your classrooms. Th ey are willing to experiment their way 

through anything, confi dent that trial and error can crack the code better than reading manuals or 

following directions. Th ey turn to the Internet fi rst and the library second when assigned research 

projects. Th eir minds are working fast but not always as deeply or as accurately as the adults in 

their lives would like (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005). “For young people,” writes Derek Th ompson (2014), 

“Facebook is the newspaper, and websites are the authors.”

iGeners are also more emotionally open than anyone from previous generations. Th ey are com-

fortable building relationships online, sharing the kind of information that makes their parents 

uncomfortable. Th ey like working in teams better than working alone, and they use digital oppor-

tunities for interaction to try on new identities and personalities. For iGeners, technology is less 

important than the action that it enables. Th ey are passionate about networking with others; digital 

tools simply make that passion possible (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005). Often bored in school, iGeners 

spend their days texting under their desks, snapping pictures and videos with their cell phones, and 

(im)patiently waiting for the bell to ring so they can plug themselves back in.

The Dumbest Generation
For Dina Strasser, seventh-grade teacher and author of Th e Line (http://theline.edublogs.org), the 

technology-driven lives that students are leading carry costs that few educators or parents have 

ever really taken the time to consider. Students who are constantly connected end up disconnected, 

Dina argues, losing out on “real” experiences with other human beings or the environment around 

them. Local issues become irrelevant to teens who see the world as their audience. Ignoring diverse 

opinions is easy online.
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“My worry is the fundamental concept of aloneness the Internet fosters,” writes Dina, “discon-

nected not only from each other, but from our physical world. In terms of our actual human needs . . .

the idea that we are, and can exist healthily, completely under our own steam is a pure falsehood. 

It’s that simple” (D. Strasser, personal communication, March 30, 2008).

Tom Huston—the senior associate editor for EnlightenNext magazine—agrees, arguing that 

anyone under the age of thirty tends to swim in superfi ciality. He writes, 

Members of my generation lock and load our custom iTunes playlists, craft our Facebook 
profi les to self-satisfi ed perfection, and, armed with our gleefully ironic irreverence, bravely 
venture forth into life within glossy, opaque bubbles that refl ect ourselves back to ourselves 
and safely protect us from jarring intrusions from the greater world beyond. (Huston, 2009)

Look closely at research around the screen and media behaviors of teenagers, and you will quickly 

realize that iGeners spend most of their lives inside of Huston’s “glossy, opaque bubbles.” In fact, 

the typical eight- to eighteen-year-old in the United States spends over seven hours a day at home 

behind a screen (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010). “From the time I get home until I go to bed, I’m 

usually on my computer,” reported fourteen-year-old Ben Knight in an interview with Masuma Ahuja 

(2013) of the Washington Post. What’s more, constant connectedness is rapidly spreading beyond the 

home in a world where close to 40 percent of teens carry smartphones (Pew Research Center, 2012).

While connected, our kids surround themselves with content that can be diffi  cult to admire. 

Despite having access to more educational media sources than previous generations—think the 

Discovery Channel and PBS Online—21st century teens are tuning in to Th e Family Guy, Dance 

Moms, Pretty Little Liars, and Th e Vampire Diaries (Kubicek, 2014). YouTube is their favorite web 

destination, and video games with mature content—Grand Th eft Auto, Call of Duty, Assassin’s 

Creed—are bestsellers (Downey, 2014; Th ompson, 2014).

Social networking services like Facebook and Instagram have also become nearly ubiquitous 

among members of the iGeneration (Madden, 2013). With over half of all teens checking their social 

networking profi les more than once a day—and almost a quarter checking their profi les more than 

ten times a day—it is impossible to deny that virtual interactions are as important as face-to-face 

relationships for today’s teens and tweens (Common Sense Media, 2009).

Academic Performance in the iGeneration
Another source of concern for parents and educators is the academic performance of the iGen-

eration. Despite living in a world of cutthroat global competition for knowledge-based work, U.S. 

students continue to underachieve in the classroom. As McKinsey & Company demonstrates in a 

review of Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) results, the mathematical and 

scientifi c abilities of U.S. children lag behind students in countries that compete with the United 

States for high-value jobs. What’s more, the gap between U.S. teens and their international peers only 

grows larger the longer they stay in school. “In other words,” the report authors write, “American 
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students are farthest behind just as they are about to enter higher education or the workforce” 

(McKinsey & Company, 2009, p. 8).

Results from the most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress refl ect similar trends: 

only 26 percent of U.S. twelfth graders demonstrated profi ciency in mathematics, and 38 percent of 

U.S. twelfth graders demonstrated profi ciency in reading (National Center for Education Statistics, 

2013). Knowledge of the core historical events and defi ning pieces of literature that have shaped 

thinking for generations is also waning. Less than half of our teens can place the Civil War in the 

proper century, almost 40 percent are unsure of when World War I happened, and nearly 30 per-

cent don’t know that Columbus sailed for America before 1750 (Hess, 2008). Perhaps we shouldn’t 

be surprised, though, considering that only 40 percent of high school students report even being 

engaged in school (Busteed, 2013).

Statistics and trends like these led Mark Bauerlein—a professor of English at Emory University 

and one-time director of research and analysis at the National Endowment for the Arts—to declare 

the iGeneration the United States’ dumbest generation:

Whatever their other virtues, these minds know far too little, and they read and write and 
calculate and refl ect way too poorly. However many hours they pass at the screen from age 
11 to 25, however many blog comments they compose, intricate games they play, videos they 
create, personal profi les they craft, and gadgets they master, the transfer doesn’t happen. 
The Web grows, and the young adult mind stalls. (Bauerlein, 2008, Kindle location 1683–1685)

Advancement of Learning 
Bauerlein is particularly hard on teachers and other technology advocates, arguing that the 

millions of dollars districts have invested in digital tools to support learning have been largely 

ineff ectual. Combating the view that schools should provide students with more time to explore 

and create online, Bauerlein (2008) writes:

Ever optimistic, techno-cheerleaders view the digital learning experience through their own 
motivated eyes, and they picture something that doesn’t yet exist: classrooms illuminating 
the wide, wide world, teachers becoming twenty-fi rst-century techno-facilitators, and stu-
dents at screens inspired to ponder, imagine, refl ect, analyze, memorize, recite and create. 
(Kindle location 1900–1906)

And a closer look at the technology integration eff orts in most schools might just reaffi  rm 

Bauerlein’s doubts. While fewer than half of U.S. teachers believe that they can use technology to 

plan individualized lessons, almost 70 percent feel comfortable with using technology to complete 

administrative tasks, resulting in digital change eff orts that achieve nothing more than “adding 

power to a marginal teaching approach” (National Education Association, 2008, p. 29).

Moving learning forward, then, begins by introducing teachers to ways in which digital tools can 

be used to encourage higher-order thinking and innovative instruction across the curriculum. iGen-

eration students, regardless of demographics, have shown an excitement for digital opportunities 

to learn, and technologists all over the world have created a range of tools that make collaboration, 
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innovation, and individual exploration possible. Despite Bauerlein’s skepticism, iGeners can be 

inspired by technology to ponder, imagine, refl ect, analyze, memorize, recite, and create—but only 

after we build a bridge between what they know about new tools and what we know about effi  cient 

and eff ective learning.

A Focus on Verbs
For digital learning expert and author Marc Prensky (2009), building that instructional bridge 

requires a dedicated eff ort to separate nouns from verbs in conversations about teaching with 

technology. Verbs are the kinds of lifelong skills that teachers know matter: thinking critically, 

persuading peers, presenting information in an organized and convincing fashion. Nouns are the 

tools that students use to practice those skills. As Prensky (2009) writes:

In teaching, our focus needs to be on the verbs, which don’t change very much, and NOT 
on the nouns (i.e. the technologies) which change rapidly and which are only a means. For 
teachers to fi xate on any particular noun as the “best” way (be it books or blogs, for example) 
is not good for our students, as new and better nouns will shortly emerge and will continue 
to emerge over the course of their lifetimes.

Our teaching should instead focus on the verbs (i.e. skills) students need to master, making 
it clear to the students (and to the teachers) that there are many tools learners can use to 
practice and apply them.

A quick review of the literature around literacy and 21st century learning reveals—just as Prensky 

argues—that the popular verbs bear a striking resemblance to the essential skills that Benjamin 

Bloom described over fi fty years ago. Will Richardson (2005), school change expert and author of 

Why School?: How Education Must Change When Learning and Information Are Everywhere, details 

one set of critical verbs in a 2008 post on his blog, where he writes,

Our kids’ futures will require them to be:

 Networked—They will need an “outboard brain.”

 More collaborative—They are going to need to work closely with people to cocreate 
information.

 More globally aware—Those collaborators may be anywhere in the world.

 Less dependent on paper—Right now, we are still paper training our kids.

 More active—In just about every sense of the word. Physically. Socially. Politically.

 Fluent in creating and consuming hypertext—Basic reading and writing skills will not 
suffi ce.

 More connected—To their communities, to their environments, to the world.

 Editors of information—Something we should have been teaching them all along but 
is even more important now. (Richardson, 2008)

Th e Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2012)—an advocacy organization of business and educa-

tion leaders brought together “to defi ne a powerful vision for 21st century education and to ensure 
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that students emerge from our schools with the skills needed to be eff ective citizens, workers, and 

leaders in the 21st century”—developed a similar set of skills in their often-cited Framework for 21st 

Century Learning. Along with a set of information, media, and technology skills, the framework 

describes three primary learning and innovation skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009).

1. Creativity and innovation: Th e ability to generate, evaluate, revise, and act on original 

ideas, both as an individual and as a member of a collaborative group

2. Critical thinking and problem solving: Th e ability to make eff ective judgments based 

on evidence, to make connections between ideas, to refl ect on learning experiences, and to 

evaluate potential solutions to critical issues

3. Communication and collaboration: Th e ability to articulate clearly, listen eff ectively, 

and select communication tools appropriately while making meaningful contributions to 

diverse groups 

Th ese skills are echoed in standards documents developed by national organizations represent-

ing teachers in nearly every content area. Th e Common Core State Standards (National Governors 

Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Offi  cers [NGA & CCSSO], 

2010) lay out expectations that are designed to help students “refl exively demonstrate the cogent 

reasoning . . . that is essential to both private deliberation and responsible citizenship.” Th e essen-

tial practices detailed by the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) include 

asking questions and engaging in evidence-based argument. Th e standards of the National Council 

for the Social Studies (2010) call for students to explore the ways that humans organize in order 

to promote positive societal change. Developing cross-cultural relationships to “pose and solve 

problems collaboratively” is encouraged by the National Council of Teachers of English (2013), and 

developing arguments and using reasoning to investigate are spotlighted by the National Council 

of Teachers of Mathematics (2004). Even the standards set by the National Association for Sport and 

Physical Education (2004) highlight higher-order verbs, requiring that students learn responsible 

behavior and respect for others during physical activities.

Following Prensky’s advice by placing verbs fi rst in instructional decision making, then, should 

make teaching and learning in a rapidly changing world more approachable for every teacher. 

Educators have spoken the language of higher-order thinking since our fi rst pedagogy classes. 

We inherently recognize the diff erence between—and have a polished collection of strategies to 

support—experiences that require simple application of knowledge and those that ask students to 

synthesize information or to make judgments.

So rest assured. Instead of requiring a complete overhaul of the instructional practices in your 

classroom or building, moving learning forward in an increasingly complex world depends on noth-

ing more than identifying the ways that new digital tools can facilitate authentic, student-centered 

experiences with the same enduring skills that you have been teaching for years.
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